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ABSTRACT

Maarouf, Marwan Younes. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
Wright State University, 2007. XML Integrated Environment for Service-Oriented Data
Management.

The proliferation of XML as a family of related standards including a markup
language (XML), formatting semantics (XSL style sheets), a linking syntax (XLINK),
and appropriate data schema standards have emerged as a de facto standard for encoding
and sharing data between various applications. XML is designed to be simple, easily
parsed and self-describing. XML is based on and support the idea of separation of
concerns: information content is separated from information rendering, and relationships
between data elements are provided via simple nesting and references. As the XML
content grows, the ability to handle schemaless XML documents becomes more critical
as most XML documents do not have schema or Document Type Definitions (DTDs). In
addition, XML content and XML tools are often required to be combined in effective
ways for better performance and higher flexibility. In this research, we proposed XML
Integrated Environment (XIE) which is a general-purpose service-oriented architecture
for processing XML documents in a scalable and efficient fashion. The XIE supports a
new software service model that provides a proper abstraction to describe a service and
divide it into four components: structure, connection, interface and logic. We also
proposed and implemented XIE Service Language (XIESL) that can capture the creation
and maintenance of the XML processes and the data flow specified by the user and then
orchestrates the interactions between different XIE services. Moreover, XIESL manages
the complexity of XML processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that
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enables better management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data
even for non-professional users. The XML Integrated Environment is envisioned to
revolutionize the way non-professional programmers see, work and manage their XML
assets. It offers them powerful tools and constructs to fully utilize the XML processing
power embedded in its unified framework and service-oriented architecture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Internet and XML Computing
The explosive growth and spread of the internet and its technologies have brought
revolutionary changes, opened new horizons, and raised the bar very high for future
computing systems and applications. In order to meet the new challenges, more
interactive, flexible and scalable distributed heterogeneous infrastructure services are
developed and rapidly deployed. Enterprise platforms like the Java Enterprise Edition
(JEE) are becoming the environment choice for developing and deploying enterprise
applications. JEE consists of a set of services, application programming interfaces (APIs),
and protocols that provide the functionality for developing multi-tiered, Web-based
applications [11].
At the heart of this revolution is the data that is transferred, displayed, translated,
parsed, stored, searched, indexed, and always changing and expanding. Users are
demanding simple, flexible, consistent and reliable services on the World Wide Web
(WWW) regardless of the complexity of the data, the uncertainty in the infrastructure, or
the

shortage

of

the

underlying
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distributed

resources

[12].

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is being used to deliver more richly
structured content over the web and other important platforms. It is extensible because it
does not have a fixed format, unlike HTML. XML is not a single, predefined markup
language, rather it is a meta-language (a language for describing other languages), which
allows us to design our own mark-up [1].
A predefined markup language like HTML defines a way to describe information
in one specific class of documents. XML, on the other hand, lets you define your own
customized markup languages for different classes of documents.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) calls XML “a common syntax for
expressing structure in data” [1]. Structured data refers to data that is tagged for its
content, meaning, or use. XML is a public format: it is not the proprietary product of any
company. XML allows groups of people or organizations to create their own customized
markup applications for exchanging information in their domain. XML is called the
“global currency” for the information economy [29]. Some of its key attributes include:
•

Describing of data in a human-readable format. In addition, XML can be easily
interpreted and processed by a computer.

•

XML documents are self-describing. XML is a meta language for describing data
in the form of tags and attributes.

•

Separation of content and presentation – XML tags describe meaning. The
presentation or display properties can be controlled by XSL style sheets, which
provides a way to separate display properties from the data and where the same
content of the document can be displayed in multiple places using different
formats.
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•

Additional XML tags can be created easily and as required. In another words,
XML does not have a fixed set of tags. XML is a meta-markup language. It
allows us to define our own markup languages (i.e., our own vocabulary, our own
grammar).

•

Flexible and efficient data handling – any required data type is possible, and
existing data structures can be mapped to XML. In searching data, XML reduces
search time substantially, results in more accurate searches, and enables more
effective searches.

•

A standard data and document interchange format independent of platform,
language, and vendor.

•

Author identification and versioning at the element level – any XML tag can
include the attributes that are needed to identify author or version information.

•

Supporting of multilingual documents – XML documents are written in Unicode
which can contain characters from practically all known written languages.
Unicode support is particularly useful for web services.
Today, XML is playing a dominant role as a data interchange format in business-

to-business (B2B) Web applications, such as e-commerce, supply-chain management,
workflow, and application integration. XML is used in Web services as a platformindependent method for creating messages. XML supports network efficiency by
reducing redundant data flow, eliminating the need to retrieve entire records, and
allowing posting new data without refreshing the page [9].
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XML is also useful for structured information management, including information
contained in databases. XML supports media-independent publishing by allowing
documents to be written once and published in multiple media formats and devices.
XML enables a single view of all data regardless of database organization. It supports
rich, hierarchical, structured and semi-structured forms of data [7].
XML is becoming the dominant format for internet-based application-toapplication interactions. Web servers and related applications can easily and quickly
build their own information in a common syntax and exchange it easily, thus allowing
better and easier interoperability between the information providers.

In fact, XML

dominance as an interoperability-enabling technology will ensure that these interactions
will grow considerably faster than application-to-person interactions.

1.2 Motivation
Today’s XML tools like XML parsers, XSLT transformers, XML validators and
Web Services do a good job in storing, parsing, transforming, exchanging and presenting
XML content. In addition, countless XML applications are being developed to address
different XML specific requirements like formatting XML data for output to screen,
paper or other media (XSLFO) and querying XML data including databases (XQuery).
XML tools often require to be combined. For example, validating the resulting document
after an XSLT transformation; and updating a database after querying and manipulating
an XML info set. Thus, there is a need for effective ways and mechanisms of combining
XML content and XML tools for better performance and higher flexibility. We can also
consider this as an integration challenge for all these technologies. For instance,
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application integration requires the synchronization and coordination of XML data
processing flows, in addition to the possible orchestration and automation of business
processes, due to e-business trends such as virtual supply chains and business-to-business
commerce.
XML processing usually involves multiple operations where branches, conditions
and validations also play a major role. So, managing the complexity of XML processing
by using processing pipelines allows the XML processing to be composed of a number of
smaller, simpler components. Moreover, it allows unit testing and reduces the effort, cost
and risk of integration.
To illustrate the difficulty of dealing with today’s tools, we present a simple
XSLT transformer example that only touches the surface of the complexity of developing
a solution for even one of the simplest XML tasks – XML transformation.
XSLT is a language for transforming XML documents into other XML
documents. XSLT is designed for use as part of XSL, which is a stylesheet language for
XML. Typically, the transformation is done by implementing an XSLT transformer with
two inputs and one output, all of which are XML documents as depicted in Figure 1:

Figure 1: XSLT Transformer

•

An input document to transform (XML-Doc)

•

An input style-sheet document that specifies the transformation (XSLT-Doc)
5

•

An output transformed document (XML-Transformed-Doc)

There are two primary methods of implementing such a transformation. The first
method is to use a command-line transformer that will read and parse the input
documents (XML-DOC and XSLT-DOC) and output the result as files (XMLTransformed-Doc). This solution is efficient when a single transformation is required and
the data is available in the form of files. However, it is poorly sensitive to situations
where high-performance is important. It requires parsing of the files every time a
transformation is performed and does not support optimizations techniques such as
caching stylesheets, inputs and/or valuable intermediate results.
The second method is to develop an application that will perform the
transformation, for example, by using JAXP (Java API for XML Processing). This
solution is more flexible but requires an extensive knowledge of XML APIs. Java
programming skills are needed to use JAXP to read and parse the files needed for a
transformation. In case of cascading XSLT transformations, a SAX pipeline is required to
process the XML elements on the fly, or a DOM tree can be used to store the
intermediate results for further processing. The learning curve for a low-level API-based
solution is steep and complex and out of reach for non-programmers. While many
programmers utilize low-level APIs like JAXP for simple XML processing or a singleshot XSLT transformation, going further to construct processing pipelines often proves
difficult especially when advanced features such as conditionals, validations, caching and
debugging are desired.
XML continues to be rapidly accepted, adopted and augmented with parsing,
processing, and style sheets together with other related standards to bring it up to
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“enterprise strength” as an integrated standard [9]. In the midst of this technical
revolution, we also seem to forget a simple fact that most of the people who work with
the data are non-professional programmers. The people who generate, modify, publish
and work with the data are non-experts and don’t have the computer skills to handle the
complex tasks at hand without the help of expert programmers or powerful applications.
Recent history tells us that HTML, a simple markup language that can be used by nonexperts, revolutionized electronic publishing by enabling non-professional programmers
to distribute information on the Internet in electronic form. Our proposed XML
Integrated Environment (XIE) is envisioned to revolutionize the way non-professional
programmers see, work and manage their XML assets. It provides tools and constructs to
fully utilize the XML processing power embedded in its unified framework and serviceoriented architecture.

1.3 Usage of XIE
With XIE, we can quickly build, execute and debug simple and complex
schemaless XML data flows. The data flows can track and profile user activity to support
process improvement plans and strategies. For example, it is possible to learn and create
XML vocabularies and tools to detect and resolve discrepancies among XML tags by
building specialized XML processing services with the help of built-in XML
transformation and XML updates services, and hence facilitating the integration of
information. Also, the XIE can serve as a dynamic integration and incremental server
allowing better control and easier debugging of the XML services that are executed
within it. In addition, the XIE can be used as a candidate environment for filtering,
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classifying and routing the growing number of XML data documents associated with
large-scale information dissemination systems and XML messages associated with web
services [5, 8].
Moreover, with XIE, we can quickly create and efficiently execute very specific
XML computing tasks. Some use cases include but not limited to the following [4]:
1) Style an XML document in a browser with one of several different style sheets
without having multiple copies of the document containing different XML style
sheet directives.
2) Style the different elements of an XML document with the same style sheet
without having to recompile it again for each element.
3) Apply a sequence of operations such as routing, validation, and transformation to
a document. If the result or an intermediate stage is not valid, it can be aborted.
4) Allow an application on a handheld device to construct a pipeline, send the
pipeline and some data to the server, allow the server to process the pipeline and
send the result back.
5) Process large XML documents: Processing large (300MB or larger) XML files to
extract particular element(s) that need processing (e.g. transformation) which are
repeated over-and-over. An XPath step can be applied in a streaming fashion to
the input. The matching info sets (i.e. the particular elements) are produced as a
sequence of little XML documents info sets. When the XML processing step runs
(e.g. XSLT), it caches the streaming of those info sets into a “DOM” tree so that
an XML processing step (e.g. XSLT) can run on the whole document. Since that
document is tiny, we can process the large data XML document of arbitrary size
in constant memory.
6) Service Network Servers (e.g. Ajax server) requests:
a. Receive XML request with word to complete.
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b. Call XML data flow that retrieves list of completion for that word.
c. Format resulting document with XSLT
d. Serialize response to XML.
7) Execute a dynamic query
a. Dynamically create XQuery using XSLT, based on input XML document.
b. Execute XQuery on XML database.
c. Construct XHTML result page based on returned data.
d. Serialize result to HTML
8) Aggregate XML documents
a. Provide several XML documents to aggregate.
b. Perform the aggregation under a new root element.
c. Serialize result as XML.
9) Conditional database access
a. Receive XML document to save on input.
b. Retrieve existing document from the database.
c. If document exists, call the “XUpdate” service.
d. If document does not exist, call the “XInsert” service.
10) Content-dependent transformations
a. Receive document to transform.
b. If document is XHTML, apply the XSLT stylesheet and serialize to
HTML.
c. If document is XSL-FO, run XSL-FO to PDF converter.
d. Otherwise, just serialize as XML.
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11) Configuration-dependent transformations
a. Receive document to format on first input.
b. Receive configuration on second input.
c. If configuration is “desktop browser”, run the first XSLT transformation
and serialize to HTML.
d. If configuration is “mobile browser”, run the second XSLT transformation
and serialize as HTML.
12) Generation of multiple-file command-line document
a. Read list of source documents.
b. For each document in list
i. Read source document.
ii. Perform series of XSLT transformations.
iii. Serialize each transformed document to disk, or
iv. Aggregate all resulting documents and serialize a single resulting
document.
13) Importing to a database
a. Read list of source documents
b. For each document in list
i. Validate document.
ii. Call the “XInsert” service to perform the insertion into a relational
or XML database.
14) Supporting a Document Production Framework (DPF) processing sequence
a. A special purpose tagging task is applied to generate a well formed XML
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document (i.e. sectioning).
b. Table of content is extracted from the document; anchors and links are
created to specify the document navigation.
c. Pagination is performed, splitting the document structure through some
configuration (e.g., 1 sub-section per page, 3 paragraphs per page, etc.),
updating the table of content at each pagination step.
d. Each page is transformed into some output language (e.g. XHTML), with
the table of content re-integrated.
Figure 2 shows an example of XIE usage that captures a possible XML data flow,
where six processing steps are involved. In step 1, an XSLT service processes the
incoming XML data with Style Sheet1. In step 2, a similar XSLT service processes the
styled data from step 1 with Style Sheet2. In step 3, a broadcast service sends a copy of
XML-S2 that is the output from step 2 to the update, route, and some other service. In
step 4, the update service executes against a database with an input XML-S2. In step 5,
the route service routes the XML-S2 to a browser, and finally in step 6, more processing
can be done on the XML-S2 data by a service.

Figure 2: XIE Usage Example
11

1.4 Contributions
In this research, we proposed XML Integrated Environment (XIE) which is a
general-purpose service-oriented architecture for processing schemaless XML documents
in a scalable and efficient fashion. The XIE supports a new software service model that
provides a proper abstraction to describe a service and divide it into four components:
structure, connection, interface and logic. We also proposed and implemented XIE
Service Language (XIESL) that can capture the creation and maintenance of the XML
processes and the data flow specified by the user and then orchestrates the interactions
between different XIE services. XIESL manages the complexity of XML processing by
implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better management, control,
interpretation and presentation of the XML data even for non-professional users. The
main contributions of this research are as follows:
•

Designing and building a general-purpose XML system that can process
schemaless XML data that is envisioned to revolutionize the way nonprofessional programmers see, work and manage their XML assets.

•

Providing the foundation for a powerful user-driven data management experience
by offering powerful tools and constructs that can fully utilize the XML
processing power embedded in the XIE’s unified framework and service-oriented
architecture.

•

Specifying, developing and implementing a unified service-oriented layered
architecture for processing XML documents in a scalable, efficient and powerful
fashion.
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•

Designing and implementing a new service model called Meta-Service Model
(MSM) that builds the proper abstractions to describe a service that can be easily
mapped to the different tiers of the XIE architecture. MSM went one step further
than the typical service-oriented models and subdivided the service component
into four additional subcomponents: structure, connection, interface and logic.

•

Developing and implementing a declarative language called XML Integrated
Environment Services Language (XIESL) that describes and specifies the
processing of schemaless XML data. XIESL manages the complexity of XML
processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better
management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data.

1.5 Outline of Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides detailed
background for Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). SOC is the new computing
paradigm for distributed computing that utilizes services as fundamental elements for
developing applications and solutions. We discuss Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
that is the new style of architecture used to design enterprise systems. We then explain
Web services which are an instantiation of an SOA that has gained widespread industry
acceptance. Chapter 3 presents the general-purpose service-oriented layered architecture
that is used to build the XML Integrated environment. Chapter 4 introduces the new
XML Integrated Environment Service Language (XIESL) with a thorough explanation of
its features, benefits, detailed vocabulary and service processing contexts. Chapter 5
illustrates in details the incorporation and integration of the XUpdate service as one of the
core XIESL registered services. The XUpdate service implements the XUpdate
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specification that defines the syntax and semantics of the XUpdate update language.
Chapter 6 presents a few XIE examples. Chapter 7 presents conclusions and summarizes
the completed work of XIE. It also describes the future works: Development of a
graphical XML data flow designer; incorporating and building more core software
service capabilities (e.g. supports for XML schema, compression and encryption);
incorporating and building more XIESL core capabilities (e.g. web-service integration);
and incorporating a more powerful internal caching mechanism for efficient use and
greater flexibility.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Service-Oriented Computing (SOC)
Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is the new computing paradigm for
distributed computing that utilizes services as fundamental elements for developing
applications and solutions. Services are autonomous platform-independent computational
elements that support rapid, low-cost composition of distributed applications. Services
can be described, discovered, orchestrated and programmed using XML artifacts for the
purpose of developing massively distributed interoperable applications [12].
Services are offered by service providers – organizations that define, develop,
deploy, manage and run the service. In general, service providers offer a distributed
computing infrastructure for both intra- and cross-enterprise application integration and
collaboration.
On the other hand, services are requested and consumed by clients. Clients can be
simple or sophisticated processes and applications within an enterprise or outside the
enterprise. Consequently, to satisfy the above requirements, services should be:
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•

Reusable: As services are published in a directory available over a network, they
become more easily discoverable, reusable and location transparent.

•

Technology neutral: By using standard based technologies, services will use
common denominator technologies for their invocation like standard protocols,
descriptions and discovery mechanisms.

•

Loosely-coupled:

Service

providers

and

consumers

can

be

developed

independently using well-defined interfaces. Service implementers can change
interface, data or message versions in the service without impacting consumers.
•

Non-intrusive in their development: Existing software components don’t need to
be modified to expose their functionality as services. Services are developed or
generated using the interface definition of a component.

•

Able to offer composite services: Composite services combine new and existing
application logic and transactions [12, 14, 18, 20].

2.2 Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a new style of architecture used to design
enterprise systems. In the SOA approach, application components are viewed as service
consumers or service providers. Services represent complete business functions. They are
intended to be used at the level of individual program to the level of the enterprise or
even across enterprises. For example, a bank might have a deposit service, a withdrawal
service, and a loan approval service. Each service is implemented using one or more
application components. In this scenario, a bank customer might interact with a web
browser or a customized application that takes on the role of a service consumer. Based
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on the action taken by the customer, the service consumer interacts with one or more
service providers to complete the customer’s transaction.
A service has two parts: the interface and the implementation. The interface
defines the programmatic contract between the consumer and the provider. A service
interface must contain the identity of the service that will be performed, the format of the
input message, and the format of the response message. Thus, service consumer only
knows what will be done – not how it will be done. The service implementation contains
the functional or business logic of the service. The implementation should be a “black
box” to the service consumer.
The SOA defines a well established interaction between service requestors
(clients) and service providers. Clients are software agents that request the execution of a
service. Providers are software agents that provide the service. Agents can be
simultaneously both service clients and providers [12, 24].
The SOA defines a relationship between three kinds of participants: the service
provider, the service discovery agency, and the service requestor (client). The interactions
involve the publish, find/discover and bind/invoke operations, as shown in Figure 3.
These roles and operations act upon the service artifacts: the service description and the
service implementation.

17

Service
Provider
Publish
Service

Service
Registry

Bind/Invoke
Service

Find/Discover
Service

Service
Client

Figure 3: The Basic Service-Oriented Architecture

Service descriptions are used to advertise the service capabilities, interface,
behavior, and quality. Publication of such information about available services (on a
service registry) provides the necessary means for discovery, selection, binding, and
composition of services. In particular, the service interface description publishes the
service signature [14, 24, 26].

2.3 SOA and Web Services
The Web Service is an instantiation of an SOA that has gained widespread
industry acceptance. However, SOA does not require Web Services for implementation,
and Web Services deployment does not result in an SOA. A Web Service is a specific
kind of service that is identified by a URI and exhibits the following characteristics:
•

It exposes the application’s internal workflows, business processes, and
architectures over the Internet.

•

It can be executed as standalone service, or combined with other services to create
composite services or applications [21].
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•

It uses standard technologies (e.g., standard Internet languages and protocols
which are available every where today) and exposes its features programmatically
over the Internet.

•

It can be implemented via a self-describing interface based on open Internet
standards. Interactions of Web Services occur as Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) calls over HTTP carrying XML data content, and the service descriptions
of the web-services are expressed using Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) as the common (XML-based) standard. WSDL is used to publish a Web
Service in terms of its operational service descriptions or interfaces. The ports
specify the addresses implementing the service. The port types associate an
identity for the definition of operation and exchanges of messages. The binding
identifies the concrete definition of which packaging and transportation protocols,
such as SOAP, are used to interconnect two conversing end-points. In addition,
Web Services uses the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
standard. UDDI is a directory service and a network-based repository for service
publications and enables Web Service clients to locate candidate services and
discover their detailed descriptions as XML interfaces [26].
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Chapter 3
XIE Architecture
3.1 The XIE n-tier Architecture
The general-purpose service-oriented layered architecture that is used to build the
XML Integrated environment is presented in Figure 4. The XIE is designed and built
based on the concept of a software service. Software services are a collection of reusable
networked

services

communicating

through

well-defined,

platform-independent

interfaces. XML is used for defining, describing, orchestrating, and capturing the
interaction between the different layers. Also, XML is used for application data
exchange. The XIE architecture is divided into six different pieces, layers or parts:

Figure 4: The XML Integrated Environment n-tier Service Layered Architecture
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Client Tier abstracts the client or user interfaces and acts as a uniform and
ubiquitous information distributor for a wide range of computing devices (such as
handheld computers, Personal Digital Assistant (PDAs), cellular telephones, or
appliances) and software platforms.
External Connectivity Tier abstracts the external communication between the
client tier and the software tier. It provides external connectivity services by allowing us
to plug-in different software services when needed. A client or a consumer can bypass
this layer and bind to the software tier services directly.
Software Tier abstracts all the software services available directly or over the
network. It provides all the core services (e.g. update, query, transform, route, security
and compress services) for the XIE from a user’s and/or a programmer’s perspective. All
of these services are described, coordinated and processed through the XML integrated
Environment Service Language (XIESL).
Internal Connectivity Tier abstracts the internal communication between the
software tier and the data tier. It provides internal connectivity services by allowing us to
use standard or non-standard database access methods to retrieve the data requested by a
consumer.
Data Tier abstracts the data access services that allow the users to access,
integrate, translate, and transform data from various relational and non-relational data
resources across the enterprise. These services hide the direct access to the resource, the
complexity of the underlying format, and the direct transformation and manipulation of
data. They provide a uniform API, a common data-model, and the reuse of consistent
information across applications.
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XML Integrated Environment Service Language (XIESL) is a declarative
language intended to describe and specify the processing of schemaless XML data. It
orchestrates the relationships and interactions between the different tasks in the XML
data flow to create a business logic capturing the requirements of its users. These tasks
are implemented as an XML processing services. An XML processing service is a
software component which consumes and produces XML documents. XIESL manages
the complexity of XML processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that
enables better management, control, interpretation and presentation of XML data. XML
documents are efficiently processed by one or more XML processing services in the
XML pipeline, and are then transferred, displayed, translated, parsed, stored, searched or
indexed as specified by the XIESL instructions or directives. XIESL creates a unified
framework for users to fully utilize the XML processing power embedded in their XML
integrated environment.

3.2 XIE Features and Benefits
The XIE has many features and benefits that make the XML processing tasks very
easy. The infrastructure is built on top of an optimized XML pipeline engine that uses
caching of inputs, outputs and intermediate results for efficient processing of XML
documents. This also allows better management and scalability for a large quantity of
data. The XIE software services are portable because of their Java implementation and
their use of standard XML, XSLT, XUpdate, and XPath parsers and processors. In
addition, XIE is designed to support a rich set of XML data composite operations used in
XML data flow composition. These operations are implemented efficiently, as part of the
XML Integrated Environment Language (XIESL), by a multithreaded data flow engine
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with software integrated components and service-oriented architecture. XIESL is simple
to use and easy to analyze declarative language that allows better management, control
and interpretation of the data.

3.3 The Meta-Service Model
XIE supports a new software service model called the Meta-Service Model
(MSM). MSM builds a proper abstraction to describe a service that can be mapped to the
different tiers of the XIE architecture. Like the general service-oriented model, MSM
divides the services into three major components: consumer, provider and broker as
shown in Figure 5. The consumer component binds to the service and calls the provider.
The provider offers a rich set of data composite operations or services. The broker
publishes the whereabouts of services, and locates services when requested by a
consumer. Also, the broker provides all the orchestration, composition and information
infrastructure services needed.
MSM goes one step further than typical service-oriented models and subdivides
the service component construct into four additional subcomponents: structure,
connection, interface, and logic. The structure describes different pieces or parts of the
service construct. The connection describes the connection to the service. The interface
provides the different methods, operations or tasks provided by the service. The logic
represents the actual business logic of the service, including runtime interaction or
behavior desired, such as events, method calls, and operations.
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Figure 5: The Meta-Service Model

3.4 The XIE Service-Oriented Architecture
The XIE Service-Oriented Architecture is depicted in Figure 6. The Software Tier
Service plays the role of a service provider providing a rich set of XML data composite
operations or services. The Client Tier Service takes the role of a client who binds to the
service and calls the provider directly. XIESL plays the role of a broker who publishes
the whereabouts of services, and locates services when requested by a client. Also, the
XIESL provides all the orchestration, composition and information infrastructure services
needed for the XML Integrated Environment.
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Figure 6: The XIE Service-Oriented Architecture
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Chapter 4
XIE Service Language (XIESL)
4.1 XIESL Features and Benefits
XIESL is expressed in XML, so it is possible to author and manipulate XIESL
documents using standard XML tools. Also, we are able to address the tasks of capturing,
processing and presenting schemaless XML data flows. In addition, XIESL allows better
management and control because it is easy and simple to use and to construct new XML
documents, extract from existing XML documents, and augment or transform existing
XML documents to new XML documents [3]. Moreover, the order of processing tasks
can be specified with multiple inputs, multiple outputs and other parameters for the XML
processing services that work on the XML documents. XIESL declarative nature allows
the building of simple and complex XML data flows using simple statements and
directives, which results in increased productivity for complex XML processing.

4.2 XIESL Vocabulary
Figure 7 shows the vocabulary of XIESL, and the details of the vocabulary
elements

are

described

in
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the

next

section.

Figure 7: XIESL Vocabulary

4.3 XIESL Details
XIESL introduces the new concept of the data flow processing of XML
documents as separate processing software services. XIESL supports the creation and
processing of data flow processing services and it handles the structural and processing
description.
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4.3.1 XIESL pipeline service
The XIESL pipeline service reads the data flow definition conforming to the
XIESL syntax. It assembles a pipeline and makes it ready for execution.

4.3.2 XIESL namespace
The

XIESL

language

uses

the

name

space

xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline" for all its elements. All the XIESL
elements should use the x prefix for consistency and ease of reference.

4.3.3 <x:XIESL> element
The root element of a XIESL document (layout), and it defines:
•

General information about the data flow processing services, including humanreadable documentation with <x:documentation> .

•

Context used for processing documents in the data flow processing services with
<x:service-context>.

•

The list of services that need to be executed in the pipeline with <x:service>. A
service is subdivided into four additional subcomponents: <x:structure>,
<x:connection>, <x:interface> and <x:logic>. A service defines a unit of work or
a task with its connections to other services in the pipeline using <x:connector>, a
condition service using <x:select>, or a repeated service using <x:repeat>.

•

Support for particular processing in any given environment without disrupting the
current way applications are processing the XIESL documents with the use of the
optional <x:service-extension> element, for example, to conform to a particular
vocabulary within a specific environment, to support scripting, and to provide
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inheritance mechanism to permit XIESL to add (or subtract from) other XIESLs
documents.

4.3.4 <x:service> element
The <x:service> element of a XIESL document specifies:
•

A unit of work that need to be executed for the pipeline. The service is subdivided
into four subcomponents: <x:structure>, <x:connection>, <x:logic> and
<x:interface>, that capture the fine-grain details of a service. The <x:structure>
describes different pieces or parts of the service construct.

<x:connection>

describes the connection to the service. <x:logic> represents the actual business
logic of the service including runtime interaction, desired service calls or service
operations. <x:interface> provides the different methods, operations or tasks
provided by the service.
•

A name which identifies this service. Different processing services can use this
attribute to uniquely identify this service of the XIESL document.

4.3.5 <x:structure> element
The optional <x:structure> element of a XIESL document specifies:
•

A container for data type definition using the <x:data-type> element. <x:datatype> is used to specify some type-system used to describe the data used for this
service (e.g., schema definition)

•

The actual data that is processed and exchanged for this service using the
<x:data> element. <x:data> consists of messages that are transmitted for this
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service. A message consists of logical parts which is associated with the data type
definition container <x:data-type>.

4.3.6 <x:connection> element
The optional <x:connection> element of a XIESL document specifies:
•

A concrete protocol and data format specifications for the operations or tasks
using the <x:binding> element (e.g., SOAP protocol)

•

An address of the service using the <x:location> element. <x:location> specifics
the address information of the service (e.g., an URL address)

4.3.7 <x:logic> element
The <x:logic> element of a XIESL document defines:
•

The actual business logic of the service including runtime interaction using the
<x:service-operation>.

4.3.8 <x:interface> element
The <x:interface> element of a XIESL document specifies:
•

The different tasks or operations that is provided by the service using the optional
<x:task> element. <x:task> consists of one or more optional components using
the <x:component> element.

•

A name which identifies this task or operation. Different processing services can
use this attribute to uniquely identify this task of the XIESL document.

4.3.9 <x:service-operation> element
The <x:service-operation> element of a XIESL document specifies:
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•

A service operation that need to be executed for this service. The service
operation is subdivided into three subcomponents <x:pre-service>, <x:servicebody> and <x:post-service>. <x:pre-service> specifies the pre-processing that is
required before the execution of the body of a service. <x:service-body> lists one
or more <x:rule> elements that capture the logic of this service. <x:rule> is a
container of a rule-based implementation of the logic of the service. <x:rule>
specifies the <x:condition> element that should be satisfied for the <x:action>
element to execute. <x:post-service> specifies any processing required after the
execution of the body of the service.

•

A name which identifies this service operation. Different processing services can
use this attribute to uniquely identify this service operation of the XIESL
document.

4.3.10 <x:rule> element
The <x:rule> element of a XIESL document specifies:
•

A container for the processing condition using the <x:condition> element.
<x:condition> is used to specify a condition that should be satisfied for the
processing to continue.

•

The actual action that needs to be performed for this rule using the <x:action>
element. <x:action> directs the XIESL engine to perform one of the core
operations that is supported by the XIESL language.

4.3.11 <x:condition> element
The <x:condtion> element of a XIESL document specifies:
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•

An equal condition using the <x:equal> element. <x:equal> is used to specify an
equal condition that should be satisfied for the processing to continue.

•

An otherwise condition using the <x:otherwise> element. <x:otherwise> is used
to specify an alternative processing path if there is no matching equality.

•

A depend condition using the <x:depend> element. <x:depend> is used to create
a dependency of execution between this condition and some other condition in the
XIESL document.

•

An xpath result dependency using the <x:xpath> element. <x:xpath> is used to
specify an xpath matching expression that is compiled and executed by an xpath
service against the XML documents.

4.3.12 <x:action> element
The <x:action> element of a XIESL document specifies processing directives
like:
•

A wait action using the <x:wait> element. <x:wait> is used to hold processing and
wait for the completion of another service execution thread.

•

A process action using the <x:process> element. <x:process> is used to direct the
continuation of the service execution thread.

•

A call action using the <x:call> element. <x:call> is used to call another service
execution thread.

•

An exception handling action using the <x:exception> element. <x:exception> is
used to specify exception handling for the service execution thread.
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•

An aggregate action using the <x:aggregate> element. <x:aggregate> allows the
aggregation of one or more root elements of different XML sets into a one
common root element of an XML set.

•

An identify action using the <x:identify> element. <x:identify> is used to specify
an id for the current executing element in the XIESL document.

•

A parallel action using the <x:parallelize> element. <x:parallelize> is used to hint
to the XIESL engine the non-existence of any dependency for this rule.

•

A null action using the <x:null> element. <x:null> is used to specify that no
processing is desired.

•

A service action using the <x:service> element. <x:service> is used to specify the
unit of work that need to be executed for this pipeline

4.3.13 <x:parameter> element
The <x:parameter> element defines a value pair name and value of a specific
variable. It can be used in any processing context within the XIESL document. Each
parameter/variable has a name and a value.
•

name – The name of the variable.

•

value – The value of the variable.
The two variables of an "add" processing component is declared in the XIESL

document below:
<x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:service name=”add-at-head-and-at-tail”>
<x:interface
name=”some-interface”>
<x:task
name=”some-task”>
<x:component name=”add-component”>
<x:parameter name="position1"
value="head" />
<x:parameter name="position2"
value="tail" />
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</x:component>
</x:task>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>
The <x:parameter> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema
with:
<define name="parameter">
<zeroOrMore>
<element name="x:parameter">
<interleave>
<attribute name="name"/>
<attribute name="value"/>
</interleave>
</element>
</zeroOrMore>
</define>

4.3.14 <x:input> element
The <x:input> element specifies and connects the input of a service with the
name specified with the name attribute. It enables flexible interactions among services.
Each <x:input> element has a name, a role , and an optional href attribute.
•

name – Input name which defines an id that can be later referenced.

•

role – Specifies the role that this <x:input> plays in the current processing
context.
“data”

– a well formed XML data feed from any source (inline, file
system, web, etc).

“current”

– a reference to the current data in the processing context.

“style”

– a style sheet.

“schema” – a schema reference to validate the XML data feed.
“config”

– a configuration setup for the input connector.
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“pipe-in”
•

– a pipeline input.

href – A hyperlink reference to the XML document according to the full syntax
of the href attribute.
The <x:input> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema with:

<define name="input">
<element name="x:input">
<attribute name="name"/>
<attribute name="role"/>
<optional>
<attribute name="href"/>
</optional>
</element>
</define>

4.3.15 <x:output> element
The <x:output> element specifies and connects the output of the service with the
name specified with the name attribute. It enables flexible interactions among services.
Each <x:output> element has a name, a role, and an optional reference attributes.
•

name – Output name which defines an id that can be later referenced.

•

role

–

Specifies the role that this <x:output> plays in the current processing

context as follows:

•

“id”

– output connector identifier.

“current”

– a reference to the current data in the processing context.

“pipe-connect”

– connects the current output to a pipeline output.

“pipe-out”

– a pipeline output.

reference – Specifies either an id of the current output or a name of the pipeline
output that gets connected to this output.
The <x:output> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema with:
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<define name="output">
<element name="x:output">
<attribute name="name"/>
<attribute name="role"/>
<optional>
<attribute name="reference"/>
</optional>
</element>
</define>

4.3.16 Pipeline inputs and outputs
The pipeline inputs and outputs can be specified by using the <x:connector> and
its children: <x:input> and <x:output>. There cannot be two inputs with the same name
or two outputs with the same name, but it is possible to have an output and an input with
the same name.

some-data

input

output

some-data

Figure 8: A Pipeline Example

The inputs and outputs of the above pipeline are declared in the XIESL document
below:
<x:xiesl
xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline”>
<x:service name=”pipeline-inputs-outputs-example”>
<x:interface
name=”some-interface”>
<x:task
name=”some-task”>
<x:component name=”add-component”>
<x:connector
name=”pipeline-connector”>
<x:input
name=”some-data”
role="pipe-in"
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/>

<x:input
<x:output
<x:output
< /x:connector>
</x:component>
</x:task>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

name=”input”
name=”some-data”
name=”output”

role="pipe-in” />
role="pipe-out" />
role="pipe-out" />

4.3.17 <x:component> element
The <x:component> element forms one unit of computation for a service in the
pipeline, places a component in the pipeline, and connects it to other components,
pipeline inputs, or pipeline outputs.
The following example feeds an XSLT processor with a XML document and an
external style sheet. Also, the XML document is validated with a schema while entering
the pipeline.
<x:xiesl
xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:service name=”style-xml-and-output”>
<x:interface
name=”some-interface”>
<x:task
name=”some-task”>
<x:component name=”style-an-xml-document”>
<x:connector
name=”pipeline-connector”>
<x:input name=”data”
role="current" href=”xml-input.xml”/>
<x:input name=”options” role="schema” href="schema-in.xml” />
<x:input
name=”options” role="style”
href="styelsheet.xml” />
<x:output name=”data”
role="pipe-out" />
<x:output name=”result” role="pipe-out" reference-with="result-pipe-out"/>
< /x:connector>
</x:component>
</x:task>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>
The <x:component> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema
as:
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<define name="Component">
<element name="x:component">
<zeroOrOne>
<ref name=”x:connector”/>
</zeroOrOne>
<interleave>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name=”x:input”/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name=”x:output”/>
</zeroOrMore>
<zeroOrMore>
<ref name=”x:parameter”/>
</zeroOrMore>
</interleave>
</element>
</define>

4.3.18 <x:select> element
The <x:select> element chooses different software services to execute depending
on a specific condition. The general syntax for this is:
<x:select href=”xml-conditioned-doc” xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:when test="first-condition" then>...</x:when>
<x:when test="second-condition" then>...</x:when>
<x:when test=”third-condition” then>…</x:when>
<x:otherwise>...</x:otherwise>
</x:select>
The conditions are expressed in XPath and operate on the XML document
specified by the href attribute on <x:select>. Each branch can contain one component
declaration as well as nested conditions.
The <x:select> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema as:
<define name="Select">
<element name="x:select">
<attribute name=”href”/>
<oneOrMore>
<element name="x:when">
<attribute name="test"/>
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<ref name="Service-to-Execute"/>
</element>
</oneOrMore>
<optional>
<element name="x:otherwise">
<ref name="Service-to-Execute"/>
</element>
</optional>
</element>
</define>

4.3.19 <x:repeat> element
The <x:repeat> element allows us to execute service component multiple times
based on the content of a document according to the syntax of the href attribute, selects
the desired content according to the Xpath syntax, aggregates results in a root-element
with aggregate-with and identifies the current output with the identify-with attribute. The
general syntax is:
<x:repeat work-with=”href”
select-with=”Xpath-expression”
aggregate-with=”root-element”
identify-with=”output-id-name”>
…….
</x:repeat>
The <x:repeat> element and its content are defined in the Relax NG schema as:
<define name="repeat">
<element name="x:repeat">
<attribute name=”work-with”/>
<attribute name=”select-with”/>
<attribute name=”aggregate-with”/>
<attribute name=”identify-with”/>
<oneOrMore>
<ref name="task">
</oneOrMore>
</element>
</define>

4.3.20 <x:href> attribute
The href attribute is used to:
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•

Refer to outputs of other processing services.

•

Reference external documents.
The complete syntax of the href attribute is described below in a Backus Nauer

Form (BNF)-like syntax:
href
local_reference
external_reference

::= ( local_reference | external_reference)
::= "#" some-id
::= URI

The URI syntax is defined in RFC 2396. A URI is used to reference an external
document. A URI can be:
•

Absolute, if a protocol is specified. For example, file:/dir/file.xml.

•

Relative, if no protocol is specified. For instance ../file.xml. The document is
loaded relatively to the URL of the XIESL document where the href is declared.

4.4 XIESL Service Processing Contexts
4.4.1 XIESL integration context
Objectives
•

Integrates the data from heterogeneous source (static or dynamic).

•

Improves the integrity (physical or data information integration) and
semantic integration of XML resources sets.

•

Ties things together for handling schemaless structured, unstructured, and
semi-structured data.

•

Serves as a dynamic integration and incremental server for a user.

Operations
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•

Scanning – scan for the existence of an element.

•

Joining – aggregate two or more XML inputs. The XML inputs are
aggregated at the root element.

•

Filtering – filters the XML input based on an element.

The complete syntax of the integration attribute is described below in a BNF-like
syntax:
integration

::=

scanning | joining | filtering

scanning ::= scan( href element_name )
joining ::= join( href element_name, join_parameter )
join_parameter ::= href [, join_parameter]
filtering ::= filter( href element_name )
element_name ::= 'name'

4.4.2 XIESL customization context
Objectives
•

Customizes the structure and content of the information. For example,
multilingual requirements will necessitate the conversion from one
language to another.

Operations
•

Transformation – transform the data from one format to another using
XSL technology.

•

Compression – compress the data for compact transfer and storage.

•

Securing – secure/check the XML for transfer/processing.
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The complete syntax of the customization attribute is described below in a BNFlike syntax:
customization ::= transforming | compressing | securing
transforming ::= transform( href element_name, transform_parameter
)
transform_parameter ::= href [, transform_parameter]
compressing

::= compress( href element_name )

securing ::= secure( href element_name )
element_name ::= 'name'

4.4.3 XIESL organization context
Objectives
•

The ability to route, to slice, and to dice the XML data. For example, we
might need to disseminate the XML messages associated with Web
Services or a data document associated with large-scale information
dissemination systems.

Operations
•

Routing – the ability to route the data to one or more targets.

•

Excluding – exclude a specific element from the XML collection.

•

Including– include a specific element from the XML collection.

The complete syntax of the Organization attribute is described below in a BNF-like
syntax:
organization ::= routing | excluding | including
routing ::= route( href element_name, route_parameter )
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route_parameter ::= href [, route_parameter]
excluding ::=

exclude( href element_name )

including ::=

include( href element_name )

element_name ::=

'name'

4.4.4 XIESL generation context
Objectives
•

Generates a dynamic user defined XML document structure for a XML
integrated environment.

•

Analyzes and mines the data to create structured and useable information.

•

The ability to track and profile the user's data process flow allowing the
creation and adaptation of process improvement plans and strategies. For
example, we can learn and create XML vocabularies and tools to detect
and resolve discrepancies among XML tags facilitating information
integration.
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4.5 XIE Server Design

Figure 9: XIE Server Design
Figure 9 shows XIE server design. The XIESL engine is the heart of the XIE
system. It reads the data flow definition conforming to the XIESL syntax and then
assembles an XML processing pipeline and makes it ready for execution. Also, it
implements the Meta-Service Model, manages the complexity of XML processing by
implementing an XML processing pipeline, and provides the core XML constructs to
enable better management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data. The
XIESL engine passes control to the XIE service manager that orchestrates and manages
the interactions between different XIE services and their supporting infrastructure.
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XIE incorporates a cache manager that uses object-level caching associated with
XML documents. The cache manager can cache XML transformer objects associated
with XSLT transformers in order to save the time-consuming task of compiling a style
sheet. Moreover, the cache manager can cache an intermediate document or a resulting
XML output from an XML transformer if neither the data source file nor the style sheet
has changed. This type of caching is called document-level caching and can usually be
implemented at the cost of memory or disk space.
XIESL registered services can customize the structure and content of the
information through a transformation service that supports the XSLT 1.0 and 2.0
standards. In addition, there is a select service that can execute different services
depending on a condition as specified in the <x:select> element.

Moreover, these

services have the ability to route, slice, and dice the XML data by Xroute and XPath
operations.
Also, XIESL has a registered repeat service that allows the execution of service
components multiple times based on the content of a document according to the syntax of
the href attribute, selects the desired content according to the Xpath syntax, aggregates
results in a root-element with aggregate-with, and identifies the current output with the
identify-with attribute. This enhances XIE ability to automate repetitive operations on
XML documents and increase productivity and efficiency of complex XML pipelines.
In addition, XIESL registered services incorporate and integrate the XUpdate
service. The XUpdate service implements the XUpdate specification that defines the
syntax and semantics of the XUpdate update language.
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Moreover, XIESL registered services include a join/aggregate operation that
supports the aggregation of two or more XML documents. This facilitates easier
integration of data from heterogeneous sources and the collection of data results from
different services.
Service dispatchers manage and control the actual execution of services including
a set of special services called generators with no data inputs but at least one data output
and serializers with no data output but at least one data input.
The service data flow builder is responsible for the creation of the XML data flow
and considered a helper class for the main XIESL engine. On the other hand, the output
dispatcher is a file serializer that is capable of outputting an XML document to a storage
resource like a file on a disk.

4.6 XIESL vs. Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL)
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is an execution language for
business processes and a technology that integrates and assembles Web Services [54]. It
is an important element of the service-oriented enterprise and the overall Web Service
technology stack. BPEL deals explicitly with the functional aspects of business
processes: coordinating asynchronous communication between services, correlating
message exchanges between parties, implementing parallel processing of activities,
manipulating data between partner interactions, supporting long running business
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transactions and activities, and providing consistent exception handling [54]. BPEL is
defined in an XML format.
XIESL is focused on XML data processing, where the orchestration of
relationships and interactions between different tasks in the XML data flow include any
XML processing services, including data manipulation, management, control,
interpretation and presentation. On the other hand, the usage of BPEL is limited to Web
Services as it deals with the functional aspects (e.g. control flow) of business processes
that are exposed as Web Services. XIESL provides many built-in XML data integration
services (transformation, aggregation and XML updates) that go far beyond the capability
of BPEL.
XIESL describes and implements a new software service model called the MetaService Model (MSM). XIESL and BPEL share some common ways in describing and
composing services like service structure and service interfaces. However, XIESL is
unique in the inclusion and supporting of a rule-based processing model under service
logic. This allows greater flexibility in the implementation of the actual business logic of
the service, including the ability to change the runtime interaction or behavior desired, by
simply modifying or inserting new rules.
Both XIESL and BPEL empower the selection of the best-of-breed tools,
processes and services to incorporate into the business operation. For XIESL, this
provides flexibility to add, replace, or upgrade new and existing XML processing
services. For instance, we can replace the current XSLT service with a more efficient
one, or add a new XQuery service to the set of built-in services provided by the XML
Integrated Environment (XIE). For BPEL, this provides flexibility to replace or upgrade
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certain aspects of a business process without impacting the systems that are working well.
For instance, a company can change their warehouse service provider without impacting
their order management system, even though both may be participants in several business
processes [54].
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Chapter 5
XUpdate Service
5.1 XIESL XUpdate Service
The XUpdate service implements the XUpdate specification that defines the
syntax and semantics of the XUpdate language. This language describes how to update an
XML document and makes extensive use of the expression language defined by XPath.
An update is represented by an xupdate:modifications element in an XML document.
xupdate:modifications must have a version attribute, indicating the version of XUpdate
that the update requires. For this version of XUpdate, the value should be 1.0.
The xupdate:modifications element may contain the following types of elements [44]:
•

xupdate:insert-before

•

xupdate:insert-after

•

xupdate:append

•

xupdate:update

•

xupdate:remove

•

xupdate:rename

•

xupdate:variable

•

xupdate:value-of

•

xupdate:if
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5.2 Why XUpdate?
In general, XUpdate transformation is similar to XSLT transformation. Both
transform an XML input document into an XML output document based on some
configuration. With XSLT, the configuration is an XSLT stylesheet. With XUpdate, the
configuration is a program written in the XUpdate language. So, when is it appropriate to
use XUpdate and when is it appropriate to use XSLT?
XUpdate is more appropriate when the output document is similar to the input
document, while XSLT is more appropriate when the output document is a new
document in which values from the input document are inserted.
From an execution model perspective, XSLT nodes from the input document
trigger the execution of templates that define the output document, while XUpdate
provides the sequence of operations to be performed on the input document to create the
output document.
From an application development perspective, XSLT can be used as a template
language, for instance to create HTML page with both dynamic and static data. The input
document contains the dynamic data. The stylesheets contain the static data and describes
how the dynamic data is inserted in the document. Doing the same thing in XUpdate
would be unnecessarily complicated.
XUpdate can be used as an annotation language, for instance to validate elements
of an input document and to add attributes on those elements stating if they are valid or
not. Another usage is when annotating an XML document to add calculated values based
on existing values. Some cases, for instance when parent elements have to be updated
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based on the updates previously done to child elements, cannot be handled in XSLT 1.0
without using XSLT extensions or pipelining multiple stylesheets.

5.3 Using the XUpdate Service
5.3.1 Interface
The XUpdate service interface has two inputs: configuration and

XUpdate

program, and data: the document to update. In XIESL, the XUpdate service invocation is
as follows:
XIESL definition:
<x:xiesl xmlns:x= "http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="xie:xupdate">
<x:interface name="some-interface" >
<x:input name="options" role="config" href="xupdate.xml"/>
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="#data"/>
<x:output name="data" role="pipe-out" id="output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

5.3.2 Using Multiple Documents
The XUpdate service can connect to and process multiple input documents, where
a document need to be updated based on information stored in other documents. For
example, Figure 10 illustrates the situation where a document is modified based on four
other documents: a, b, c, and d.
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Figure 10: Using Multiple Documents in XUpdate
The Xupdate service program has access to the those documents through XPath
expressions with the document() or doc() functions using the URIs: #a, #b, #c, and #d
[44, 54]. In XIESL, the XUpdate service invocation is as follows:

XIESL definition:
<x:xiesl xmlns:x= "http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="xie:xupdate">
<x:interface name="some-interface" >
<x:input name="options" role="data" href="xupdate.xml"/>
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="#data"/>
<x:input name="a" role="data" href="a.xml"/>
<x:input name="b" role="data" href="b.xml"/>
<x:input name="c" role="data" href="c.xml"/>
<x:input name="d" role="data" href="d.xml"/>
<x:output name="data" role="pipe-out" id="output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

5.4 XUpdate Usage Cases
The set of usage cases for the XUpdate specification given in this section covers
the basic functionality and is intended as a solid set of XUpdate examples showing how
the language can be used [55].
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All usage cases operate on the following XML document that is stored in a file
named addresses.xml.
addresses.xml:
<addresses>
<address id="1">
<!--This is the users name-->
<name>
<first>John</first>
<last>Doe</last>
</name>
<city>Dayton</city>
<state>Ohio</state>
<country>United States</country>
<phone type="home">937-433-0300</phone>
<phone type="work">937-555-6070</phone>
<note><![CDATA[This is a new user]]></note>
</address>
</addresses>
All usage cases were tested against XIESL XUpdate service.

5.4.1 Insert Element Before
Add a middle name element before the last name element. The XUpdate
definition is stored in a file called XIE-Insert-Before.xml.

XIE-Insert-Before.xml:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<xu:insert-before select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/name/last">
<xu:element name="middle">Steven</xu:element>
</xu:insert-before>
</xu:modifications>
Here is the XUpdate service invocation in XIESL:
XIESL definition:
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<x:xiesl xmlns:x= "http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="xie:xupdate">
<x:interface name="some-interface" >
<x:input name="options" role="data" href="XIE-Insert-Before.xml"/>
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="#update-xml-input"/>
<x:output name="data" role="pipe-out" id="update-XML-output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

5.4.2 Insert Element After
Add a cell-phone element after the home phone element.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Add a cell phone element after the home phone number-->
<xu:insert-after select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/phone[@type='home']">
<xu:element name="phone">
<xu:attribute name="type">cell</xu:attribute>
937-494-4904
</xu:element>
</xu:insert-after>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.3 Append Element
Append a zip code element to the address record.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Append a zip code element to the address record -->
<xu:append select="/addresses/address[@id=1]">
<xu:element name="zip">45449</xu:element>
</xu:append>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.4 Insert attribute
Add an extension attribute to the work phone element.
XUpdate definition:
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<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Add an extension attribute to the work phone element -->
<xu:append select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/phone[@type='work']">
<xu:attribute name="extension">122</xu:attribute>
</xu:append>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.5 Insert XML Block
Add a new address record to the top-level address element.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Add a new address record to the top level addresses element -->
<xu:append select="/addresses">
<xu:element name="address">
<xu:attribute name="id">2</xu:attribute>
<name>
<first>Susan</first>
<last>Wang</last>
</name>
<city>Columbus</city>
<state>Ohio</state>
<country>United States</country>
<phone type="home">513-504-2030</phone>
</xu:element>
</xu:append>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.6 Update Element
Change the first name of address with id = 1 to be Johnathan.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Change the first name of address with id = 1 to Johnathan -->
<xu:update select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/name/first">Johnathan</xu:update>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.7 Update Attribute
Change the type of the phone number 937-433-0300 to be a cell.
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XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Change the type of the phone number 937-433-0300 to be a cell -->
<xu:update select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/phone[.='937-4330300']/@type">cell</xu:update>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.8 Delete Element
Remove all phone elements.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Remove all phone elements -->
<xu:remove select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/phone"/>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.9 Delete Attribute
Delete all type attributes on phone elements.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Remove all type attributes on phone elements -->
<xu:remove select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/phone/@type"/>
</xu:modifications>

5.4.10 Copying a Node
Copy the state node and place the copy after the country node.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Copy the state node and place the copy after the country node -->
<xu:variable name="state" select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/state" />
<xu:insert-after select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/country">
<xu:value-of select="$state"/>
</xu:insert-after>
</xu:modifications>
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5.4.11 Moving a Node
Move the country node before the state node.
XUpdate definition:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Move the country node before the state node -->
<xu:variable name="country" select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/country" />
<xu:remove select="/addresses/address[@id=1]/country"/>
<xu:insert-before select="addresses/address[@id=1]/state">
<xu:value-of select="$country"/>
</xu:insert-before>
</xu:modifications>
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Chapter 6
XIE Examples
6.1 A Simple Pipeline Service
Consider the following XML document containing a simple title element:
<document>
<title>This is a simple XIE example</title>
</document>
You may want to read this document as an inline XML document and store it
on your local file system under the c:\temp directory.
The XIESL for doing that is as follows, and the graphical depiction is shown in
Figure 11.
The XIESL definition:
<?xml
version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!-- A Simple XIE example -->
<x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="xie:file-serializer">
<x:structure
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name="some-structure"/>

<x:connection name="some-connection"/>
<x:logic name="some-logic"/>
<x:interface name="some-interface" >
<x:task name="some-task" >
<x:component name="some-component">
<x:input name="options" role="config">
<options>
<content-type>text/xml</content-type>
<directory>c:/temp</directory>
<file>XIE-Simple-xiesl.xml</file>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:input name="data" role="current">
<document>
<title>This is a simple XIE example</title>
</document>
</x:input>
</x:component>
</x:task>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

Figure 11: A Simple Pipeline Example

Here are the execution steps for the pipeline:
1. The in-line XML document and the configuration options inputs are read by the fileserializer service.
2. The file-serializer service executes storing the XML data in a file named XIE-Simplexiesl.xml under the c:/temp directory.
XIE-Simple-xiesl.xml:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<document
xmlns:xie=http://www.wright.edu/xie/services
xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<title>This is a simple XIE example</title>
</document>

6.2 A Select/Choose Service
Consider an XML document containing a simple execute element with a child
element called condition1. This document is stored in a file named choose-input.xml.
Choose-input.xml:
<execute>
<condition1>1</condition1>
</execute>
You may want to direct the execution path of the select/choose service depending
on the value of the test condition branch in the select statement.
The XIESL for doing that is as follows, and the graphical depiction is shown in
Figure 12.
The XIESL definition:
<?xml
version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!-- Select/Choose Example -->
<x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:select href="choose-input.xml" xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:when test="/execute/condition1">
<x:service name="xie:file-serializer">
<x:interface name="some-interface">
<x:input name="options" role="config">
<options>
<content-type>text/xml</content-type>
<directory>c:/temp</directory>
<file>XIE-choose-condition1.xml</file>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:input name="data" role="config">
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<document>
<title>This is a condition1 example from the choose service</title>
</document>
</x:input>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:when>
<x:when test="/execute/condition2">
<x:service name="xie:file-serializer">
<x:interface name="some-interface">
<x:input name="options" role="config">
<options>
<content-type>text/xml</content-type>
<directory>c:/temp</directory>
<file>XIE-choose-condition2.xml</file>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:input name="data" role="current">
<document>
<title>This is a condition2 example from the choose service</title>
</document>
</x:input>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:when>
<x:otherwise>
<x:service name="xie:file-serializer">
<x:interface name="some-interface">
<x:input name="options" role="config">
<options>
<content-type>text/xml</content-type>
<directory>c:/temp</directory>
<file>XIE-choose-otherwise.xml</file>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:input name="data" role="current">
<document>
<title>This is otherwise example from the choose service</title>
</document>
</x:input>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:otherwise>
</x:choose>
</x:xiesl>
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Figure 12: A Select/Choose Service

Here are the execution steps for the pipeline:
1. The choose-input.xml file is read by the select/choose service: the test condition
<x:when test="/execute/condition1"> evaluates to true.
2. The corresponding file-serializer service executes storing the XML data in a file
named XIE-choose-condition1.xml under the c:/temp directory.
XIE-choose-condition1.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<document
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services"
xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<title>This is a condition1 example from the choose service</title>
</document>

6.3 An XML pipeline with two XSLT services
Consider an XML document containing CD catalog information like title, artist,
country, company, price and year. This document is stored in a file named cdcatalog.xml.
cdcatalog.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<catalog>
<cd>
<title>Empire Burlesque</title>
<artist>Bob Dylan</artist>
<country>USA</country>
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<company>Columbia</company>
<price>10.90</price>
<year>1985</year>
</cd>
<cd>
<title>Hide your heart</title>
<artist>Bonnie Tyler</artist>
<country>UK</country>
<company>CBS Records</company>
<price>9.90</price>
<year>1988</year>
</cd>
.... the rest of the xml data ….
You may want to filter the artist and the title elements using a style sheet named
cdcatalog.xsl. This document is stored in a file named cdcatalog.xsl.
cdcatalog.xsl:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
<catalog>
<xsl:for-each select="catalog/cd">
<cd>
<title><xsl:value-of select="title"/></title>
<artist><xsl:value-of select="artist"/></artist>
</cd>
</xsl:for-each>
</catalog>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
Then, you may want to use the filtered output and sort it on the artist element
using a style sheet named cdcatalaog_sort.xsl. This document is stored in a file named
cdcatalaog_sort.xsl.
cdcatalog_sort.xsl:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
<html>
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<body>
<h2>My CD Collection</h2>
<table border="1">
<tr bgcolor="#9acd32">
<th>Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
<xsl:for-each select="catalog/cd">
<xsl:sort select="artist" />
<tr>
<td><xsl:value-of select="title"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="artist"/></td>
</tr>
</xsl:for-each>
</table>
</body>
</html>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
The XIESL for doing all of the above is as follows, and the graphical depiction is
shown in Figure 13.
The XIESL definition:
<?xml
version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<!-- Pipeline input called "cdcatalog-input" -->
<x:parameter name="cdcatalog-input" role="pipe-in" />
<x:service name="xie:xslt">
<x:interface>
<x:connector>
<x:input name="data"
role="current" href="cdcatalog.xml"/>
<x:input name="options" role="style"
href="cdcatalog.xsl"/>
<x:output name="data"
role="current" with-id="style1-XML-output"/>
</x:connector>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
<x:service name="xie:xslt">
<x:interface>
<x:connector>
<x:input
name="data"
role="current" href="#style1-XML-output"/>
<x:input
name="options" role="style"
href="cdcatalog_sort.xsl"/>
<x:output name="data"
role="current" with-id="style2-XML-output"/>
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</x:connector>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

Figure 13: A Pipeline including XSLT(pick) and XSLT(sort) Services
Here are the execution steps for the pipeline:

1. The cdcatalog.xml input document is read by the first XSLT service.
2. The cdcatalog.xsl style sheet is read and executed: the title and artist elements are
selected from the cd catalog input.
3. The selected data is passed to the second XSLT service.
4. The cdcatalog_sort.xsl style sheet is read and executed by the second XSLT service:
the elements are sorted on the artist element.
5. The sorted cd catalog data is passed along and displayed by the browser as depicted
in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14: A Sorted CD Catalog

6.4 A Join/Aggregate Service
Consider two or more XML documents that needed to be joined or aggregated at
the root level. These documents can be either static or dynamic inputs to the
join/aggregate function. Those XML documents are stored in two files named aggregatedocument1.xml and aggregate-document2.xml.
Aggregate-document1.xml:
<document1>
<title1>This is an aggregate-document 1 for the Join/Aggregate service </title1>
</document1>
Aggregate-document2.xml:
<document2>
<title2>This is an aggregate-document 2 for the Join/Aggregate Service</title2>
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</document2>
You may want to simply join or aggregate the two documents at the root level.
The XIESL for doing that is as follows, and the graphical depiction is shown in Figure
15.
The XIESL definition:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!-- Join/Aggregate Example -->
<x:xiesl xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="xie:url-generator" xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:interface name=”url-interface”>
<x:input name="options" role=”config”>
<options>
<url>xie:aggregate-document1.xml</url>
<content-type>application/xml</content-type>
<validating>false</validating>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:output name="data1" role=”id” />
</x:interface>
</x:service>
<x:service name="xie:url-generator" xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline">
<x:input name="options" role=”config”>
<options>
<url>xie:aggregate-document2.xml</url>
<content-type>application/xml</content-type>
<validating>false</validating>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:output name="data2" role="id"/>
</x:service>
<x:service name="xie:file-serializer">
<x:input name="options" role=”config”>
<options>
<content-type>text/xml</content-type>
<directory>c:/temp</directory>
<file>Simple-Aggregate.xml</file>
</options>
</x:input>
<x:input name="aggregate-data" role=”data” href="join('aggregate-document',
#data1, #data2)"/>
</x:service>
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</x:xiesl>

Figure 15: A Joint/Aggregate Service

Here are the execution steps for the pipeline:
1. The aggregate-document1.xml and aggregate-document2.xml files are read by the
URL generator services: data1 and data2 are generated respectively as outputs.
2. The join/aggregate service executes with data1 and data2 as XML inputs: the two
inputs are joined or aggregated at the root element (aggregate-document), and the data
is passed to the file-serializer service.
3.

The file-serializer service stores the XML data in a file named Simple-Aggregate.xml
under the c:/temp directory.

Simple-Aggregate.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<aggregate-document>
</document1>
<title1>This is an aggregate-document 1 for the Join/Aggregate service
</title1>
</document1>
<document2>
<title2>This is an aggregate-document 2 for the Join/Aggregate
Service</title2>
</document2>
</aggregate-document>
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6.5 A Quarterly Report Service
Consider an XML document containing information about graduate students in
the department of Computer science and Engineering. This document is stored in a file
called cse.xml. You may want to print a quarterly report using a style sheet called csequarterly.xsl for each student. The XIESL for doing this is as follows:
The XIESL definition:
<?xml
<x:xiesl

version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
xmlns:x="http://www.wright.edu/xie/pipeline"
xmlns:xie="http://www.wright.edu/xie/services">
<x:service name="monthly-report-service">
<x:structure/>
<x:connection/>
<x:logic>
<x:service-operation name="repeat" >
<x:pre-service>
<x:aggregate aggregate-with="report"/>
<x:identify identify-with="report-out"/>
</x:pre-service>
<x:service-body>
<x:rule>
<x:condition>
<x:xpath work-with="cse.xml" select-with="/cse/student" />
</x:condition>
<x:action>
<x:process/>
</x:action>
</x:rule>
</x:service-body>
<x:post-Service>
<x:null/>
</x:post-Service>
</x:service-operation>
</x:logic>
<x:interface>
<x:task
name="monthly-report">
<x:component name ="Transform">
<x:connector>
<x:input name="cse-data"
role="input"
href="current()"/>
<x:input name="cse-config"
role="style"
href="cse-monthly.xsl"/>
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<x:output name="cse-data"
</x:connector>
</x:component>
</x:task>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
</x:xiesl>

role="pipe-out"

reference-with="report-out" />

Here is the processing sequence according to the XIESL document shown above:
1. The cse.xml input document is referenced by the attribute work-with.
2. The different parts of the documents (different students) are selected based on the
select-with attribute.
3. The Transform component gets executed on each part (each student element).
4. The results (XML documents) produced by the execution of each component are
aggregated in the root element report (aggregate-with attribute).
5. The aggregated document report-out is accessible with the identify-with attribute.

6.6 An Order Processing Pipeline
Consider an XML document containing orders information for an enterprise like
OrderID, CustomerID, EmployeeID, OrderDate, RequiredDate, ShippedDate, ShipVia,
Freight, ShipName, ShipAddress, ShipCity, ShipPostalCode, and ShipCountryRegion.
The document is generated by joining or aggregating XML order files from different
regions of the enterprise. This document is stored in a file named orders.xml.
You may want to filter the OrderID, CustomerID, OrderDate, RequiredDate,
ShippedDate, ShipName, ShipCity and the ShipCountryRegion elements using a style
sheet named orders.xsl. This document is stored in a file named orders.xsl.
orders.xsl:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
<allOrders>
<xsl:for-each select="allOrders/orders">
<orders>
<OrderID><xsl:value-of select="@OrderID"/></OrderID>
<CustomerID><xsl:value-of select="@CustomerID"/></CustomerID>
<OrderDate><xsl:value-of select="@OrderDate"/></OrderDate>
<RequiredDate><xsl:value-of select="@RequiredDate"/></RequiredDate>
<ShippedDate><xsl:value-of select="@ShippedDate"/></ShippedDate>
<ShipName><xsl:value-of select="@ShipName"/></ShipName>
<ShipCity><xsl:value-of select="@ShipCity"/></ShipCity>
<ShipCountryRegion><xsl:value-of
select="@ShipCountryRegion"/></ShipCountryRegion>
</orders>
</xsl:for-each>
</allOrders>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
Then, you may want to use the filtered output and update the ShipCity element
(e.g. update ShipCity element for OrderID 10716 to Dayton) using an XUpdate program
named order_update.xml. This document is stored in a file named order_update.xml.
order_update.xml:
<xu:modifications xmlns:xu="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<!-- Update the ShipCity for OrderID 10716 to Dayton -->
<xu:update select="allOrders/orders[OrderID='10716']/ShipCity">Dayton</xu:update>
</xu:modifications>
Then, you may want to use the updated output and sort it on the
ShipCountryRegion, ShipCity and RequiredDate elements using a style sheet named
orders_sort.xsl. This document is stored in a file named orders_sort.xsl.
orders_sort.xsl:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
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<html>
<body>
<h2>All Orders</h2>
<table border="1">
<tr bgcolor="#9acd32">
<th>OrderID</th>
<th>CustomerID</th>
<th>OrderDate</th>
<th>RequiredDate</th>
<th>ShippedDate</th>
<th>ShipName</th>
<th>ShipCity</th>
<th>ShipCountryRegion</th>
</tr>
<xsl:for-each select="allOrders/orders">
<xsl:sort select="ShipCountryRegion" />
<xsl:sort select="ShipCity" />
<xsl:sort select="RequiredDate" />
<tr>
<td><xsl:value-of select="OrderID"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="CustomerID"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="OrderDate"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="RequiredDate"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="ShippedDate"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="ShipName"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="ShipCity"/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select="ShipCountryRegion"/></td>
</tr>
</xsl:for-each>
</table>
</body>
</html>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
The core XIESL services for doing all of the above is as follows, and the
graphical depiction is shown in Figure 16.
The XIESL definition:
<x:service name="xie:xslt">
<x:interface name="some-interface">
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="aggregate('all', #ordersEast, #ordersWest,
#ordersNorth, #ordersSouth)"/>
<x:input name="options" role="config" href="orders.xsl"/>
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<x:output name="data" role="data" id="style1-XML-output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
<x:service name="xie:xupdate">
<x:interface name="some-interface" >
<x:input name="options" role="data" href="XIE-order-update.xml"/>
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="#style1-XML-output"/>
<x:output name="data" role="pipe-out" id="update-XML-output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>
<x:service name="xie:xslt">
<x:interface name="some-interface">
<x:input name="data" role="data" href="#update-XML-output"/>
<x:input name="options" role="config" href="orders_sort.xsl"/>
<x:output name="data" role="data" id="style2-XML-output"/>
</x:interface>
</x:service>

Figure 16: An Order Processing Pipeline
Here are the execution steps for the order processing pipeline:
1. The ordersEast.xml, ordersWest.xml, ordersNorth and ordersSouth input documents
are read by the URL generator service. The generated outputs are passed along as
inputs to the Join/Aggregate Service.
2. The Join/Aggregate service executes: data from all regions are aggregated in one
root element called allOrders. The aggregated output is passed along as an input to
the XSLT service.
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3. The orders.xsl style sheet is read and executed: the OrderID, CustomerID,
OrderDate,

RequiredDate,

ShippedDate,

ShipName,

ShipCity

and

the

ShipCountryRegion elements are selected from the orders aggregated input.
4. The selected data is passed to the XUpdate service.
5. The order_update.xml update program is read and the XUpdate service executes: the
ShipCity element for OrderID 10716 is updated to Dayton.
6. The updated data is passed to the second XSLT service.
7. The orders_sort.xsl style sheet is read and executed by the second XSLT service: the
elements are sorted on the ShipCountryRegion, ShipCity and RequiredDate
elements.
8. The sorted orders data is passed along and displayed by the browser as depicted in
Figure 17 below.
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Figure 17: Sorted Orders
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this research, we proposed XML Integrated Environment (XIE) which is a
general-purpose service-oriented architecture for processing XML documents in a
scalable and efficient fashion. The XIE supports a new software service model that
provides a proper abstraction to describe a service and divide it into four components:
structure, connection, interface and logic. We also proposed and implemented XIE
Service Language (XIESL) that can capture the creation and maintenance of the XML
processes and the data flow specified by the user and then orchestrates the interactions
between different XIE services. Moreover, XIESL manages the complexity of XML
processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better
management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data even for nonprofessional users.
Our completed research works and contributions are summarized here:
•

Designed and built a general-purpose XML system that can process schemaless
XML data.

•

Provided the foundation for a powerful user-driven data management experience
by offering tools and constructs that can fully utilize the XML processing power
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embedded in the XIE’s unified framework and service-oriented architecture (e.g.,
transformation, XML updates, repeat, select, aggregate and route services).
•

Specified, developed and implemented a unified service-oriented layered
architecture for processing schemaless XML documents in a scalable, efficient
and powerful fashion through the incorporation and use of an internal caching
mechanism.

•

Proposed, designed and implemented a new service model called Meta-Service
Model (MSM) that builds the proper abstractions to describe a service that can be
easily mapped to the different tiers of the XIE architecture.

•

Proposed, developed and implemented a declarative language called XML
Integrated Environment Services Language (XIESL) that described and specified
the processing of schemaless XML data. XIESL manages the complexity of XML
processing by implementing an XML processing pipeline that enables better
management, control, interpretation and presentation of the XML data.

7.1 Future Works
The work presented in this dissertation can be extended by adding new tools. The
main extension is developing a graphical XML data flow designer that is user-friendly.
The designer should be capable of building, executing and debugging XML data flows
using XIESL; incorporating and building more core software service capabilities (e.g.
supports for XML schema, compression and encryption); incorporating and building
more XIESL core capabilities (e.g. web-service integration); and incorporating a more
powerful internal caching mechanism for efficient use and greater flexibility.
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